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The Quarterback’s Dilemma
Successfully managing the development and invocation of a
Business Continuity Plan
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When Uncertainty Prevails…

Planning, Practice and Risk Management can
lead to success
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The Quarterback’s Dilemma
 Goal is known - “Win!”
 But…
• What it takes to “win” is constantly changing, not just
between plays, but within plays
• Strategy for winning is dynamic
• Resources are constrained, and their behavior uncertain
• Obstacles and impediments interfere with strategy and
plans
• Many individual outcomes are uncertain
Sound familiar?
Just like developing a Business
Continuity Plan, or invoking one?
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Business Continuity Projects are Complex
 Developing and Invoking a Business Continuity Plan
both share common complexities
•
•
•
•

Scope and goals
Organizational structure, roles and responsibilities
Resources
Ongoing organizational and operational dynamics and
change
– Both are programs – or a “project of many projects”.
• Business Continuity Management may also be a continuous
program of projects in order to maintain and validate a plan
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What Makes a Project Complex?
 Structural Multiplicity: The need to manage and keep track
of huge numbers of different interconnected tasks and
activities
 Technical Interdependence: Dependencies between the
processes, technology, and/or resources engaged in the project.
 Novelty: The uniqueness of the project/process/technology
within the organization.
• Often, the organization has no relevant organizational or
technical precedents or experiences.
 Directional Diversity: Uncertainty and ambiguity arising
from multiple interpretations of goals and objectives
 Business Strategy Changes: M&A activity, regulatory actions
and other external factors may significantly alter the scope and
objectives of the project
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Is Your Project Complex?
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Keys to Managing Complex Projects
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Case Study 1: Failing to Manage Risk
 Context
• A “bet your business” project is underway
• The Senior Leader is meeting with the 12 project teams
• The following dialogue ensues with each of the 12 teams
Senior Project Leader

Response from Each of 12 Team Leaders

“What is your status?”

“Generally on plan, but we have
identified some issues”

“What actions have you taken?”

“We have assessed the risk and
developed a remediation plan for each
issue, and are tracking each”

“From 1-5, if 5 is will complete on-time
and 1 is will not complete on-time, what
is your timeliness assessment?

“3 50/50”

• The Senior Leader concludes “you each reported a 50/50
chance of being on time, therefore the project has a 50/50
chance of being on time”
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Case Study 1: Failing to Manage Risk
 Issues:
• Each team leader identified that risks existed in their
projects, but no specific risks were described or shared
• Neither the Senior Project Leader nor any team leader knew
how risks identified by others might impact their project
• The consequences of risks cascade through the project
• When risks are not effectively known, ignorance cascades
through the project

• No one on the project could influence the outcome of the
risks encountered by other teams, though each may have
been impacted by those risks
• The chance of being on time was not 50/50 or 50%, but
0.0244% or 1/2048th of the assumed likelihood

 Outcome:
• Project over-budget and behind schedule by “100’s of %”
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Adding Value by Managing Risk
 Effective Risk Management preempts challenges and
identifies new opportunities
• Risks are not adjunct to project tasks and goals – they are
an intrinsic part of each
• Continuously identify new risks and dependencies,
reassess old ones, and develop and update response plans
• Identify previously
unknown opportunities
to increase the business
value of the solution
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Organizational Complexity is Increasing…
Today’s Projects

Legacy Projects
(Business Continuity)
Project Manager

User
Liaison

Multiple
Organizational
Leaders

Executive
Sponsors
(Business Continuity)
Project Office
(BC, IT, User, etc…)

Team 1 Team 2 Team 3
Team 1

Talent

Legal

Corp
Comms
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Projects Without Active Risk Management
 Awareness of Risk diminishes as information moves
upwards in the organization
• Risk Management skills may be inadequate
• Ownership and awareness of risk is diffused
• Organizational biases may diminish risk recognition

 Senior leadership becomes aware of risks too late
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Quality & Risk Management - QRM

 Business Continuity Projects have many risks. And
many of those risks are significant
 QRM helps to Identify, Assess and Control those risks.
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Case Study 2: Quantifying a Risk View
 Context:
• Project has an ironclad due date
• A critical milestone is about to be missed
• The task is simple, but requires modest effort from 6
distinct business units
• For two months, all business units have ignored requests
to perform their related work
• The project team is to report to the C-Suite in two weeks
• The project sponsor identifies the milestone status as
“green” – we’ll get it done next week (this has been the
status for the past 8 weeks)

 Challenge:
• The project sponsor is not assessing the risk properly
• The project will mis-report to the C-Suite, and then fail
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Case Study 2: Quantifying a Risk View
 Knowns and Assumptions:
• No calendar slippage is allowed
• If any one of the 6 business units fails to deliver, then the
project slips at least one week
• Combinations of failures will lead to slippages >= 1 week

 What is the probability of the project slipping at least
1 week? Chance of Each of 6 Tasks Chance of Success - No Chance of Failiure Completing On-Time
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%

Slippage
53%
26%
12%
5%
2%

Slipping at Least 1 Week
47%
74%
88%
95%
98%

 Outcome: Project sponsor understood the risk and got
the 6 business units to complete work on time
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Empowering the BCM to Manage Risk
 Centralize the responsibility for addressing project
risks in the Business Continuity Management team
• Risk Management is elevated to the same level as Project
and Financial metrics and milestones
• Risk management reports join the key project deliverables that are
shared by the project team and by leadership

• Risks to developing the program and to invoking it are both
identified and addressed by a core team of project leaders
and sponsors
• Additional professionals and experienced Risk Managers
may be added to the Business Continuity Management team.
Risk Governance is transformed from a task distributed
and diffused throughout the project team to one shared
by the project team and their leadership.
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Empowering the BCM to Manage Risk
 Develop a “risk view” of the Business Continuity
Project.
• The risk view supplements the typical “process view” (e.g.:
Gantt charts, task list, milestones, etc...) and the “financial
view” (i.e., budgets) commonly used to manage projects,
allowing the project team and the project’s sponsors to
understand and address risks effectively.
• Conflicts and uncertainties that impact the Business
Continuity program are more readily identified and become
more visible. This allows for the preparation for a wider
range of contingencies. Risk identification, management and
mitigation becomes a core competency of the
entire project and leadership team, with
appropriate resources, skills and accountability
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Organizing a Project to Manage Risk
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Case Study 3: A Risk View of a Project
Task Risk

Status Risk

How much risk (uncertainty) to
success is inherent in the task to be
performed?

How much risk (uncertainty) to
success is inherent in the current
status

Characteristic

Risk

Characteristic

Project depends on new
technology; Staff has no experience
and needs 2 weeks of training

High

Deployment scheduled during the
middle of a major datacenter
relocation

A product issue has been identified.
Vendor has proposed a workaround.

Elevated

A key person is scheduled for
vacation during a critical period

Not High, Elevated or Low

Normal

Not High, Elevated or Low

A repetitive task that has been
successfully performed routinely
throughout the project needs to be
performed a few times more
June 21, 2016
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Small/simple task, not on the
critical path, and fully resourced
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Case Study 3: A Risk View of a Project
Task Risk
Task

Current
Owner Week

Prior
Week

Comment

Status Risk
Current
Week

Prior
Week

Comment

A.1 Ensure readiness of SiteA
and SiteB

Tom

Task:G

Task:G

All new technology validated and initial
WAN circuit upgrade delayed by telco;
Status:Y Status:Y
installs complete
Generator install delayed by contractor

A.2 Implement DR for VPN and
remote-access security
software

Dick

Done

Done

System implemented with auto-failover
across independent hardened
datacenters

Done

A.4: Deploy High-Availability
Email/Archive/GOOD-Access

Harry

Done

Done

All installation/dev/testing complete;
Fully operational and failover routinely
tested in production

Done

A.6 Deploy DR for Sharepoint
portal sites and applications

Betty

Task:G

Task:G

Proof of concept validated. No technical
Work being scheduled and expected to
Status:Y Status:Y
risk at this time
complete on time

A.8 Develop BCP/DR plans for
SiteA and SiteB

Jane

Task:A

New user requirement to automate
Ability to meet schedule requirements
Task:Y recovery workflows. This new
Status:R Status:R cannot be assessed until need
technology adds an undimensioned risk
technology is assessed and validated

C.1 Implement DR for Payroll
and HR IS systems

Mary

Task:G

Will be migrated from in-house
Task:G technology to proven 3d party service
provider

Task:Y

Business process and accounting issues
Business process and accounting issues
Task:G continue to impact agreement on
Status:Y Status:Y
continue to delay resolution
strategy

C.3: Implement PC Provisioning
for DR
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Done

Complete

Mailbox moves in process, but do not
Status:G affect overall deployment schedule.
Mostly complete. No residual risks

Status:Y Status:Y Implementation to be scheduled
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